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Vince Poscente Testimonials 

 
Put Vince’s lessons into action and reap the rewards. 
Vince Poscente delivers innovative and practical tools your employees can use on the 
job right after your event. 
 -Peter Hearl, President & Chief Concept Officer, Pizza Hut 
 
Vince’s concepts and vision are a must for today’s complex world. His Invinceable 
Principles are tools we can use in our business and personal lives. 
-Joseph R. Kane, President, Days Inn & Suites 
 
What a pleasure it was to have you keynote our HFC National Convention. I knew you 
would be the home run I had been searching for. I had so many complimentary 
comments about your presentation and the insights everyone gained as a result. Your 
presentation was powerful, needed, required and well worth it a thousand times over.  
You made us laugh and cry all within a 5 min period. I was impressed with your pre-
conference preparation and the time you obviously invested in understanding our 
organization and the unique characteristics of our needs. I consider you amazing 
presenter and a class act.  I look forward to our continued relationship and look forward 
to using you in the future. 
-Tracy Christman, Vice President of Vendor Alliance, Budget Blinds 
 
In my capacity as President of MAACO, I have coordinated hundreds of motivational 
meetings and literally have heard hundreds of speakers. Vince’s message highlighting 
how the positive power vision and focus can have on one’s success truly reflects what I 
have seen in real life. The beauty of his message and his story impressed me more for 
its down to earth quality than any I have heard in many years. His approach was really a 
breath of fresh air.  
-Mark Martino, President, MAACO 
 
Vince will help you seek out speed and celebrate it as your most powerful tool in the 
global race for a better business, a better life, and a better world. 
As an excellent franchise speaker, Vince Poscente delivers high energy and essential 
tools to win in a competitive business environment.  
-Michael Lister, Chairman and CEO, Jackson Hewitt Tax Service 
 
I truly enjoyed Vince Poscente’s motivational franchise speech at our convention. He 
certainly touched my heart and awoke my competitive fire. With his information I can 
inspire my teamto be more engaged and have fun on the job. 
-Omar Roman, Manager, Burger King 
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Vince has a unique ability to take over a room filled to the edges with people listening to 
his message(s), enjoying his humor, understanding his joy in sharing ideas, and feeling 
his intense energy on stage. Vince is often THE highlight of any convention. 
-Elayne Beyer, Certified Meeting Planner for Realty Executives 
 
Vince was tremendous. He delivered and energetic yet focused presentation that spoke 
to every person in the room - as evidenced by the long line of those wanting their 
picture with him after. Our attendees were raving about Vince a week following his 
presentation. Thanks, Vince - you made us look GREAT! 
-Dave Carney, President, Orangetheory Fitness  
 
Thank you, Vince, for your presentation. It was 'right on' for what we needed.  Thank 
you and hope you are blessed every day of your life like we are. 
-Bob Funk - CEO and Founder, Express Employment Professional Services   
  
Vince, YOU are a main reason why I made the “People’s Choice - Most Influential Real 
Estate Leaders.” Impressive long-term impact since I saw you speak six years ago, 
back in 2004 at Star Power for Realtors. 
-Tricia Andreassen   
 
Thank you for the excellent presentation to our clients at the annual Forum on Moving in 
Chicago. As many of our clients are in the human resource sector of industry I believe 
your presentation would be of value to the Human Resource Professional Association 
here in Canada, which we are a member and a major sponsor. Your experience and 
presentation certainly focused in on many HR issues and challenges. This is the second 
time I have attended your sessions and it is a definite learning experience.  
-Bob Clark - President, Atlas Canada    
 
Unbelievable talk you put on for us at the Certa Pro Painters conference in Vegas. I 
am still telling people the little quips and quotes you used during your talk. Relevant and 

meaningful, your story helps me keep things in perspective. Thanks again,   
-Andrew Hoyt – Owner (Franchisee), Certa Pro Painters   
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